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Exercises - II

Static games of complete information

Applications

Exercise 1. Consider the Bertrand duopoly model with homogeneous products. Suppose
that consumers demand from firm i is a− pi when pi < pj, 0 when pi > pj, and (a− pi)/2
when pi = pj. Suppose also that there are no fixed costs and that marginal costs are
constant at c, where c < a. Show that if the firm choose prices simultaneously, then the
unique Nash equilibrium is that both firms charge the price c.

Exercise 2. Two stores selling bottled water, Sweetwater and Goodwater, are located at
the ends of a mile-long road. Customers are uniformly distributed along this road. This
means that D equals the proportion of customers who live within D miles of Sweetwater
and 1 −D equals the proportion who live within 1 −D miles of Goodwater. Sweetwater
charges PS per bottle and Goodwater charges PG per bottle. Every customer buys one
bottle of water per month regardless of the price charged. But because traveling to either
store is costly, the prices charged do affect where the customer buys water. A customer
located a distance D from Sweetwater and 1−D from Goodwater wil buy from Sweetwater
if and only if PS + D < PG + (1 − D); otherwise, the customer buys from Goodwater.
Since customers provide their own bottles, the marginal cost of providing water is zero.

(a) Determine the location of the customer who is exactly indifferent between buying at
either store as a function of the prices charged by the stores.

(b) Assuming Bertrand competition between the two stores, calculate the payoff functions
of each store, their best response functions, and the Nash equilibrium prices charged.

Exercise 3. Suppose there are I farmers, each of whom has the right to graze cows on
the village common. The amount of milk a cow produces depends on the total number of
cows, N , grazing on the green. The revenue produced by ni cows is niv(N) for N < N ,
and v(N) ≡ 0 for N > N , where v(0) > 0, v′(0) < 0, and v′′ 6 0. Each cow costs c, and
cows are perfectly divisible. Suppose v(0) > c. Farmers simultaneously decide how many
cows to purchase; all purchased cows will graze on the common.

(a) Write this as a game in strategic form.

(b) Find the Nash equilibrium and compare it against the social optimum.

(c) Discuss the relationship between this game and the Cournot oligopoly model.


